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EcoScope: 1QFY21 GDP contraction worse than expected
 Real GDP/GVA growth contracted 23.9%/22.8% in 1QFY21. Since 1QFY21 was
an exceptional quarter due to the unprecedented global crisis situation
currently, real GDP/GVA numbers for the previous quarter are incomparable
with the numbers for any preceding quarters.
 That said, there were a few surprises on the downside. Private consumption
declined 26.7% YoY (v/s our expectation of -18%); investments contracted
47.5% YoY in 1QFY21 (v/s our forecast of -30%). Government consumption
was robust and external trade posted a surplus.
 Within GVA, contraction of 20.6% YoY in Services came as a shocker.
Separately, nominal GDP also contracted by 22.6% YoY last quarter. Assuming
~8% growth in the pre-COVID-19 or normal scenario, a contraction to this
extent implies output loss of ~INR15t.
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Piping hot news
GDP growth at -23.9% in Q1; first contraction in more than 40 years

India's April-June quarter GDP contracted by a massive 23.9 per cent year-on-year
(YoY), the first GDP contraction in more than 40 years. As per the National
Statistical Office (NSO), gross value added (GVA) came in at -22.8 per cent.

Chart of the Day: EcoScope (1QFY21 GDP contraction worse than expected)
Real GDP contracted worse than expected in 1QFY21

Agriculture had a slightly positive contribution (quarterly
contribution)
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RBI steps in with measures to
boost demand for bonds, cool
down yields
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
on Monday stepped in on
Monday with a number of
measures that would boost
demand for government bonds
and keep yields under check and
improve liquidity in the system.
Stepping in to boost demand for
the government bonds…

3
SC’s AGR verdict on Tuesday
to decide Vodafone Idea’s
fate

The Supreme Court on Tuesday
will pronounce its order on
whether or not to allow staggered
payment of adjusted gross
revenue (AGR)-related dues for
telecom companies. Vodafone
Idea Ltd’s survival, which still owes
more than ₹50,000 crore to the
Centre in AGR dues, hangs in the
balance as granting the telco a
timeline to pay the dues…

6
July core sector shrinks 9.6%
versus 12.9% contraction in
June

Amid a graded easing of
lockdowns, core sector shrank at
a slower speed in July than in
June, according to data released
on Monday. The core sector
contracted 9.6 per cent in the
month of July, an improvement
over the the - 12.9 per cent
contraction seen a month ago…
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2
Sebi declined to extend deadline for new margin norms: ANMI

In a statement on Monday, the brokers' body, Association of National
Exchange Members of India (ANMI) said that the market regulator
Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has declined their
request to extend deadline for implementation of new margin norms.
Considering that bulk of brokerage firms are not ready with necessary
changes, they are looking at all options. "In today’s virtual meeting,
Sebi’s declined to grant extension of further time in implementing
margin pledge /repledge process. This came as a big surprise to ANMI
and its 900 members. ANMI is holding consecutive meetings with all
stakeholders and studying all options available to it in the matter,"
said a spokesperson for ANMI…

4
IRDAI to soon allow insurance
companies to use videobased authentication modes
Insurance regulator IRDAI is set
to soon allow insurance
companies to use video-based
authentication modes to vet
customer credentials for
onboarding, following the lead.
In a letter to insurance
companies, the Insurance
Regulatory Development
Authority of India (IRDAI)…

7
Office space leasing dropped
by 60% in six cities : Report

Office space absorption in six
major cities dropped to 13.7 mn
sq ft in the first half of 2020 as
compared to 32 million in the
corresponding months a year
ago, according to a report by
property consultant Savills. The
demand continues to be driven
by BFSI and IT across all the
cities…

5
Fiscal deficit overshoots
budget target in July on lower
revenue collection
India’s fiscal deficit overshot the
FY21 budget estimate to hit Rs
8.2 lakh crore, or 103%, in the
first four months after the Covid19-induced economic slowdown
hurt revenue flows. Total revenue
receipts stood at Rs 2.27 lakh
crore, or 11% of the budgeted
estimate, while the government’s
expenditure up to July stood at Rs
10.5 lakh crore. Government
spending up to July was at the
same level as a year earlier…
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1QFY21 GDP contraction worse than expected
Expect real GDP to contract by ~5.2% in FY21













Real GDP/GVA growth contracted by 23.9%/22.8% in 1QFY21 (v/s our forecast of -19%/-17.7% and market consensus of
-18%/-18.8%). Since 1QFY21 was an exceptional quarter due to the unprecedented global crisis situation currently, real
GDP/GVA numbers for the previous quarter are incomparable with the numbers for any preceding quarters.
That said, there were a few surprises on the downside as far as GDP and GVA components are concerned. Private
consumption declined 26.7% YoY (v/s our expectation of 18% YoY decline); investments contracted 47.5% YoY in
1QFY21 (v/s our forecast of 30% YoY decline).
Notably, government consumption remained robust with growth of 16.4% YoY in 1QFY21, the highest in 12 quarters
and in line with our expectations. External trade posted a surplus in 1QFY21 (the third highest since FY96), thereby
contributing positively to real GDP.
Within GVA, contraction of 20.6% YoY in Services in 1QFY21 came as a shocker. ‘Trade, hotels, transport,
communication and services related to broadcasting’ declined by almost half, and ‘public administration, defense and
other activities’ fell by 10.3% YoY in the previous quarter. Additionally, industrial activity declined 38.1% YoY in 1QFY21,
led by across-the-board contraction in all its components – mining and quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, and
construction.
Separately, nominal GDP also contracted sharply by 22.6% YoY last quarter. Assuming ~8% growth in the pre-COVID-19
or normal scenario, a contraction to this extent implies output loss of ~INR15t.
It appears that Jul’20 was as bad as Jun’20, and initial data for Aug’20 is also not very encouraging. We expect another
contraction in 2QFY21. However, the present fear is that the turnaround of real GDP from contraction to growth in late
CY20 may be much slower than expected.
Following the previous quarter’s worse-than-expected contraction, we have now revised our forecast for GDP decline to
5.2% YoY in FY21 currently from 4.7% YoY, followed by growth of ~8% in FY22. On a quarterly basis, we expect real GDP
to contract by another 4.5% YoY in 2QFY21, and grow by 1.3%/5% YoY in 3QFY21/4QFY21.

I. 1QFY21 GDP contracts by nearly a fourth…
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Real GDP contracts 23.9% YoY in 1QFY21…: Way higher than the market
consensus of -18% (and our forecast of -19%), real GDP contracted 23.9% YoY in
1QFY21 v/s growth of 3.1% in 4QFY20 and 5.2% in 1QFY20 (Exhibit 1). That said,
1QFY21 was an exceptional quarter, and massive contractions in GDP were
widely expected. Consequently, its comparison with previous quarters is
redundant.
…with highest negative contribution from investments: While a contraction in
GDP was obvious, the actual fall of 23.9% YoY in 1QFY21 was surprising. It was
largely attributed to deeper decline of 26.7% in private consumption
expenditure (v/s our forecast of -18%) and a 47.5% YoY decrease in Gross
Capital Formation (GCF) in 1QFY21 (v/s our forecast of -30%). Within GCF, while
fixed capital formation declined sharply, capital stock and valuables reported
heavy declines during the quarter (from growth posted a quarter ago). On the
positive side, government consumption remained robust with growth of 16.4%
YoY in 1QFY21, the highest in 12 quarters. Moreover, external trade posted a
surplus in 1QFY21, contributing a positive ~6% to real GDP (Exhibits 2, 3).
Nominal GDP contracts by 22.6% YoY in 1QFY21…: Nominal GDP plunged in the
previous quarter. Assuming growth of ~8% in the pre-COVID-19 or normal
scenario, a contraction to this extent implies output loss of ~INR15t (Exhibit 4).
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II. …and GVA also contracts sharply in the quarter

Real GVA declines 22.8% YoY in 1QFY21..: Higher than market consensus of 18.8% (and our forecast of -17.7%), real GVA contracted by 22.8% YoY in 1QFY21
(Exhibit 5). Similar to real GDP, comparing real GVA numbers of 1QFY21 with any
previous quarter’s numbers is irrelevant due to the unprecedented global crisis
situation currently.
…with Services being the biggest shocker: The Services sector declined by
20.6% YoY in 1QFY21, coming in worse than our expectation. Within the Services
sector, ‘trade, hotels, transport, communication and services related to
broadcasting’ declined by almost half, and ‘public administration, defense and
other activities’ fell by 10.3% YoY in the previous quarter. Additionally, industrial
activity contracted 28.1% YoY in 1QFY21, weighed by across-the-board
contraction in all its components – mining and quarrying, electricity,
manufacturing, and construction (Exhibits 6, 7).
GVA, excluding Farm sector, contracts by 26.8% YoY in 1QFY21: The only
component that contributed positively to real GVA was Agriculture (3.4% YoY
growth in 1QFY21). Further details suggest real GVA, excluding Agriculture,
contracted 26.8% YoY in 1QFY21 (Exhibit 8).

III. Expect real GDP to decline by 5.2% in FY21



It appears that Jul’20 was as bad as Jun’20, and initial data for Aug’20 too is not
very encouraging. We expect another contraction in 2QFY21. However, the fear
at this time is that real GDP turnaround from contraction to growth in late CY20
may be much slower than expected.
Following the last quarter’s worse-than-expected contraction, we have now
revised our forecast for GDP decline to 5.2% YoY in FY21 currently from 4.7%
YoY, followed by ~8% growth in FY22. On a quarterly basis, we expect real GDP
to contract by another 4.5% YoY in 2QFY21, and grow by 1.3%/5% YoY in
3QFY21/4QFY21.

Real GDP contracted worse than expected in 1QFY21…

…and nominal GDP too contracted sharply
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Central government expenditure rises just 5.6% YoY in Jul’20…
…largely on sharp contraction in capital spending

…and it has spent more than a third of the budget target
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Government’s fiscal deficit at 103% of FY21BE…
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Total government spending in Jul’20 rose 5.6% YoY v/s growth of 45.7% YoY a month ago and 13.1% YoY growth in
1QFY21. Consequently, government spending during Apr–Jul’20 now stands at INR10.5t, 11.3% higher than the
corresponding months last year and 34.7% for FY21BE.
The sharp deceleration in total spending in Jul’20 was led by a 47.5% YoY contraction in capital spending by the
government last month, while revenue spending continued to grow strongly at 18.6% YoY during the month.
As of Jul’20, the government’s capital expenditure stood at INR1.1t, 27.1% for FY21BE (the lowest in 11 years); its
revenue expenditure stood at INR9.4t, 35.8% for FY21BE.
Interestingly, while the government’s interest spending rose 8.2% YoY to INR2t during Apr–Jul’20, its subsidy outgo fell
by ~30% to INR1.2b (46% of FY20BE; five-year low). While food and fuel subsidies declined by more than a third, fertilizer
subsidies fell by ~5% YoY in the first four months of FY21.
Government receipts, on the other hand, declined by 27.9% YoY in Jul’20 v/s slower decline of 24.3% YoY a month ago
and a sharp contraction of 47% YoY in 1QFY21. Therefore, government receipts for Apr–Jul’20 now stand at INR2.3t,
41.7% lower than the corresponding months last year and just 10.4% for FY21BE.
Further details suggest that both direct and indirect tax collections declined massively in Jul’20. Direct taxes fell 42.2%
YoY, primarily on account of negative corporate taxes at INR4.9b in Jul’20. This implies net corporate tax refunds during
the month. Indirect taxes fell 8.3% YoY on a 33% YoY contraction in GST collections in Jul’20.
Consequently, India’s fiscal deficit came in at INR8.2t, at 103.1% of the budgeted estimate for FY21.
With the imposition of localized lockdowns and trailing economic activity, government finances remain stretched. Early
indicators for Aug’20 too are not showing encouraging signs of a pickup in economic activity. Therefore, the
government’s fiscal accounts would remain battered for the entire year. This is more so due to the following: a) INR2.5t
or 1.3% of GDP (our estimate) worth of actual fiscal stimulus announced in light of the COVID-19 pandemic and b) a very
low denominator (nominal GDP) would add to woes.
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‘MANAGEMENT SAYS’

Key takeaways from Motilal Oswal Annual Global Investor Conference 2020
Company

Takeaway

Bajaj Auto

A. Update on demand: Domestic 2W volumes in Aug’20 are at 90% of last
year, whereas 3W volumes are at 30–35%. Ganpati/Onam festival demand
was marginally lower than last year. The <125cc category is doing slightly
better than >150cc (v/s pre-COVID-19 levels). 3W volumes should see
some improvement post the festive season. The supply side is at nearnormal levels.
B. Inventory: 2W inventory in May declined to 20 days; it is now at 35 days
(normal at 40–45 in the pre-festive period).
C. Outlook: Expect it to be a good festive season as it is delayed this year, and
there is time for recovery (from the supply chain perspective). Expect
moderation post the festive season due to a wider impact on income
levels, including on rural (impact on remittances). However, an en masse
shift to private transport could drive stronger demand.
D. GST cut: Dealers believe demand may be hampered in the run-up to the
cut. The cut, as and when it happens, would be a big positive as 2W prices
have been inflated for the past 2–3 years.
E. In the <125cc category, (~75% of the Motorcycle market), Bajaj aspires to
have 24% market share (from 19% currently), driven by new product
innovations.
F. Export incentives: The MEIS scheme offered 2% of export revenues as
incentive and was to be replaced by RoDTEP from Dec’20. No incentive
was received Apr’20 onward. Discussions are ongoing with DGFT as it has
to prioritize the new allocation of ~INR90b for 9MCY20 (v/s INR360b for
FY20). The new scheme, RoDTEP, is expected to offer a 1–2% incentive.
Favorable Fx is helping to dilute the impact. Also, it may correct the pricing
in certain markets to dilute the impact.

Autos

Banks

Federal Bank

1 September 2020

A. Moratorium update: The moratorium pool declined steadily, while
customers who have not paid any dues reduced to the low single digits (v/s
12% reported earlier).
B. Pre-COVID LGD (loss given default) for the bank was at ~38%, led by higher
LGD in certain large corporate accounts. In the current environment, it
does not have any large-ticket corporate accounts under stress. Some midsized corporate accounts have availed moratorium and would be
restructured. Higher moratorium has been availed in the Retail and
Business Banking portfolio. Thus, incremental LGD could be in the range of
~25%.

Impact

- ve

+ ve

- ve

+ ve

+ ve

- ve

+ve

+ve
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Company

IDFC First Bank

IndusInd Bank

1 September 2020

Takeaway
C. The general expectation is that restructuring should not be more than 20–
25% of the moratorium pool.
D. In the Retail portfolio, disbursements reached almost 80–85% of preCOVID-19 levels, with better trends seen in Home Loans, but weaker
trends in LAP.
E. Recoveries and upgrades saw the worst trends in April’20; trends have
since improved with each passing month.
A. The bank has been witnessing healthy trends in its deposit-accretion –
particularly CASA and retail term deposits; deposits are expected to grow
at a healthy pace. The bank has no plans to reduce its deposit rate from
the current 7% in the near term as the focus is on reducing higher legacy
borrowings.
B. The moratorium book as per the SBI’s definition, i.e., EMI payment of less
than 2, would have been at ~15% against the reported ~28%. The bank is
open to restructuring and would grant this on a case-to-case basis. Within
the infra book, expect the toll road projects to be candidates for
restructuring.
C. From an asset quality perspective, the bank expects the majority of stress
to come in 3QFY21 and 4QFY21. The bank is carrying additional provisions
of INR6b and would look to create further provisions, if needed. The bank
is already carrying additional provisions on some identified stressed
exposures, and thus expects the overall impact on credit cost to be fairly
comfortable.
D. Disbursements in the retail book stand at 60–65% of pre-COVID-19 levels,
while disbursements in SME businesses have been lower. Under the credit
guarantee scheme, the bank has disbursed ~INR12–14b. Overall, it expects
good growth in the 2W and Consumer Finance segments.
E. The bank’s strategy would continue to run down its Infrastructure
portfolio, and the overall proportion of the wholesale book would reduce
sharply over the next three years.
A. Higher focus on increasing retail deposit traction at 25–30% over the next
few years. Also, refinance borrowings from SIDBI/NABARD is highly stable,
with long-term funding at cheaper rates.
B. IIB did a stress test to analyze the impact on asset quality; expect an
increase of 90–95bp on account of COVID-19 over the next year. Overall
credit cost for FY21E would be in the range of 230–250bp.
C. Restructuring could be in the range of 1.5–2.5%, closer to the top banks.
Among the sectors, expect restructuring in the Passenger Bus portfolio,
two Real Estate accounts, and two Hospital accounts. There are nil
overdues in the Gems & Jewelry portfolio.
D. The focus is on reducing fixed cost; branch expansions are expected to
moderate. Expect 100–150bp overall cost improvement, while the C/I ratio
would remain above ~40% levels over the next few years.
E. In the MFI portfolio, collection trends reached ~80%, while localized
lockdowns affected collections. Excluding localized lockdowns, collection
efficiency improved to ~90%.

Impact
-ve
+ve
+ve

+ve

- ve

+ ve

- ve

+ ve

+ve

-ve

+ve

+ve

+ve
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Company

Takeaway

IIFL Wealth
Management

A. Expect 2HFY21 to revert to normal - It has not witnessed clients
redeeming money for business requirements. It is seeing improved
activity on the client side in 2Q (v/s 1Q), and expects 2H to be back at
pre-COVID-19 levels.
B. Net inflows to be largely stable YoY – Given the muted inflows in
1QFY21 (INR9b), management expects net new flows of INR120–
150b in FY21 vs INR120b in FY20. Bulk of the flows is likely to be backended.
C. While most of the new customers are directly joining the IIFL One
platform, existing customers are a bit slow to adopt this.
Nevertheless, the traction is going well - IIFL One AUM is expected to
double to INR400–450b by FY22.
D. Changing portfolio mix – ARR assets are on track to grow to INR900950b by end-FY21 while TBR assets are likely to be largely flat
E. Cost-cutting and improved yields to drive RoE improvement – The
company expects to reduce overheads by INR300-350m this fiscal.
Employee costs, despite higher ESOP expense, will be flat YoY. This,
along with improving topline yields, should help RoE improve to 1518% (7% in FY20).

NBFC

A. Growth picking up; share of gold loans to rise – In July and August,
disbursements in gold finance have exceeded INR300b as compared
to INR220b in June. Management is confident of achieving 5–6% QoQ
growth in 2QFY21. Overall, expect 12–15% consol. AUM growth in
FY21, with share of gold loans increasing to ~75% from 68%.
B. Not witnessing any increased competition from banks post the 90%
LTV rule. This is largely due to the different customer segmentation
that banks cater to.
C. Asirvad MFI - Collection efficiency improved 500bp MoM to 75% in
Manappuram Finance
August. Collections are slow in Eastern India, especially Orissa, but
this is in line with what the industry is experiencing. Out of 2.4m
customers, 0.35m customers have not paid a single instalment.
D. Liquidity/Funding – Sitting on INR50b+ of consolidated liquidity. No
ALM mismatches in any product segments. The company has raised
money from recent schemes like TLTRO. Incremental cost of funds is
8.5-9%
E. Sharp uptick in collection efficiency in the affordable housing finance
segment (85%+ in August vs 65% in July).
A. Collection efficiency almost back to normal - Collection efficiency in
August should be at 87–90% (v/s 87% in July and a run-rate of ~90%).
Moreover, in the NBFC lending book, collection efficiency is 93% and
the company is not witnessing any stress in this portfolio.
B. Business mix to change over the medium term - 43% of loans is
MAS Financial Services
directly sourced while 57% are sourced via its NBFC partners. The
share of sourcing via NBFCs would shrink over the medium term as
these NBFCs lack the liquidity and capital to grow.
C. Liquidity situation robust - INR13b liquidity on the balance sheet
(20%+ of AUM), in addition to INR7b sanctions
D. The CV portfolio would take longer to recoup due to lower freight
demand.
1 September 2020

Impact

Neutral

+ve

+ve
Neutral

+ve

+ve

Neutral

Neutral

+ve
+ve

+ve

+ve
-ve
-ve
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Company

Shriram Transport
Finance Company

Capital Goods

Blue Star

FMCG/Retail

Marico

1 September 2020

Takeaway
A. Collections - Collection efficiency improved MoM in Aug’20. Expect
80–85% collection efficiency in value terms and 90% in volume terms
in Sep’20. Robust collections were seen in lower ATS in the CV
segment.
B. Cost reduction not a one-quarter phenomenon - A rent reduction of
15–25% across offices, along with senior management taking pay
cuts (10–20%), has led to large cost savings in 1Q. Such cost
reductions would continue for at least 2–3 quarters.
C. Why SHTF’s customer segment is better placed - Due to the scarcity
of drivers, large fleet operators have outsourced goods movement to
small truck owners in July/August. As a result, expect the OwnerDriver / Used Vehicle segment to do relatively better.
D. Market share - It enjoys 27–28% market share in used vehicles (up
800bp since 2007). There is scope to gain a further 500-600bp over
the next decade. Do not see much competition from players beyond
five to six years. Few new entrants in Used CV could be just doing refinancing.
E. On restructuring - Loan restructuring would be on a case-to-case
basis; there would be no blanket restructuring. In the worst case
scenario, ~10% of the portfolio would need restructuring.
F. Credit cost guidance - LGD should be maintained. Expect FY21 credit
cost to be less than 2.7% (3% in the worst case scenario). Some
customers could ask for interest waivers; expect ~50% write-backs in
Mar/Apr’21.
A. Focus on balance sheet and liquidity: The primary focus has been on
strengthening the balance sheet and the liquidity position. Thus, the
company has raised funds through NCDs and is maintaining a higher
cash balance in hand. A strong balance sheet would help it to achieve
normalization faster as well as capitalize on growth opportunities.
B. Cost structure rationalization: Blue Star has adjusted its cost
structure to minimize the impact of de-growth on the top line in
FY21. This is likely to mitigate the impact on the bottom line to some
extent, though not fully.
C. Normalization underway: Management is hopeful of attaining
normalization by 4Q; some growth may perhaps be seen as well. This
could provide the company with a good base to begin focusing on
growth for FY22 from 1QFY22 itself.
A. The monsoon spread and intensity thus far have been excellent.
Kharif sowing is at record levels, and tractor sales have been good.
This has led to expectations of sustained good rural growth for the
coming quarters.
B. Liquidity at the channel level is now back to normal after the
requirement to extend credit in March and April. Outstandings are
also back to normal.
C. While SKU rationalization was a compulsion when the pandemic hit,
the company expects a 15–20% structural reduction in the tail end,

Impact
+ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

Neutral

+ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve
+ ve
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Company

United Spirits

Takeaway
increasing agility and boosting distributor ROIs.
D. Investments in new businesses as well as pricing action would be
driven by INR1.5b cost savings for FY21. This would hereafter be an
ongoing process.
E. While the outlook on raw materials remains benign, management
now expects marginal inflation. This is in contrast to the 1QFY21 call,
when it had stated the expectation that material costs would sustain
at June-end levels for the rest of the year.
A. Sales are improving month-on-month, but with on-trade yet to open
up, 25–30% of sales are still not back to normal. Unlock 4 guidelines
announced over the weekend do not seem to put any restrictions on
bars and pubs. Hence, multiple states allowing for the opening up of
these outlets, after the apparent relaxation by the center, would aid
sales – albeit footfall at these places would be low.
B. Apart from Orissa and Delhi, no other states/territories have
repealed the excise duty increase.
C. Cost savings remain a key focus area even post COVID-19, with no
‘sacred cows’. However, unless sales recover, benefits on earnings
growth would be limited.
D. Inflation has been modest in extra neutral alcohol (ENA) – the cost of
which has been at similar levels for the past 4–5 months – and is
likely to be benign in glass bottles as well.
E. While no huge downtrading is seen, sales of BIO (Bottled in Origin)
and BII (Bottled in India) premium products (mainly Scotch) are lower
than usual and affecting premiumization.

A. Mall and high-street sales are still weaker than usual as customers do
not have the confidence to congregate in crowded places.
B. August sales are likely to be better than June and July sales. At the
end of June, 80% of stores were operational; while they did not
disclose figures for subsequent months, management stated that
Westlife Development
numbers have since improved.
C. The company expects convenience (delivery, takeaway, drive-thru,
etc.) sales to be at over 50% of sales sustainably. It is focusing
aggressively on takeaway, an area that was formerly not a focus.
D. Royalty is unlikely to increase steeply as India is a strategic market.

Metals

Tata Steel

1 September 2020

A. India’s steel demand has seen broad-based recovery from all
consuming sectors except Construction. Exports from Tata Steel India
are likely to be lower at ~35% of sales v/s 50% in 1QFY21.
B. With improving domestic demand, the steel pricing environment is
favorable. NSR is guided to improve by ~INR3000 QoQ in 2QFY21.
Higher regional prices mean domestic prices are still at a discount to
landed imports.
C. Tata Steel Europe (TSE) is guided to see EBITDA loss in 2QFY21 at
similar levels of 1QFY21 (USD44/t). Europe’s steel demand has seen

Impact

+ve

Marginally -ve

+ ve

- ve
+ ve

+ ve

-ve

- ve

+ve

+ ve
+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

- ve
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Company

Real Estate

Godrej Properties

Retail
V-Mart

1 September 2020

Takeaway
gradual recovery, and utilization has improved to ~75% v/s 70% at
1QFY21-end.
D. Discussions are ongoing with the UK government to revive operations
in the UK.
E. Due to prevailing uncertainty surrounding cashflows because of the
pandemic, Tata Steel had cut its growth capex for FY21. However,
with domestic steel demand improving and better profitability, the
company would revisit its capex plan in 2HFY21. For its Kalinganagar
expansion, the company is prioritizing value-accretive capex, such as
on pellet plants and cold rolling mills over blast furnaces.
F. The company remains focused on deleveraging its balance sheet and
plans to reduce debt by USD1.0b annually. Moreover, Tata Steel India
does not intend to provide cash support to TSE.
A. Consolidation: The impact of the COVID-19-led disruption is likely to
intensify the ongoing consolidation in the industry, with larger
players gaining significant market share over the next few years.
Godrej Properties (GPL) could be one of the key beneficiaries of the
trend given its widespread presence in all the key markets – Mumbai
Metropolitan Region (MMR), National Capital Region (NCR),
Bengaluru, and Pune.
B. Digital sales: The digital sales channel is likely to emerge stronger.
GPL has a well-defined sales strategy with existing in-house digital
sales platforms and tie-ups with various third-party digital sales
partners, such as Square Yards. Additionally, the digital channel is
driving participation from NRIs.
C. Construction Technology: The use of technology (such as pre-cast) is
likely to gain ground hereafter and may be used on a more regular
basis to mitigate labor-related issues; it would contract construction
timelines and offer better construction quality.
D. Luxury residential real estate: The Luxury segment in the MMR
region has seen a muted performance for the last few years in terms
of both pricing and volumes. Pricing pressure on the segment has
increased. GPL has a couple of launches planned in the segment over
the next couple of years (at Worli and Bandra). These may see some
pressure if the Luxury Real Estate market does not bottom out.
E. De-densification: As an aftermath of the COVID-19-led disruption,
work-from-home/anywhere may emerge as a long-term trend,
leading to the potential de-densification of Tier I cities. GPL would be
agile enough to address business-/growth-related opportunities, if
any, if the trend turns mainstream.
A. COVID-19-led recovery – Store operations for August are at 75–80%
open days, with footfall at 35–40% v/s last year and sales below 50%
levels. The central government’s recent orders to the state
governments may aid in the unlocking as the government now

Impact

+ ve

+ve

+ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

- ve

+ ve

- ve
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Company

Technology

Mindtree

TCS

1 September 2020

Takeaway
understands the pressures from the shortfall in GST.
B. Store adds: It aims to add 8–10 stores in FY21 but also close a few
stores. 2–3 stores are already closed, so the net effect could be 2–3
store additions.
C. Competition intensity in the regional markets should remain the
same. Small regional players are facing some amount of stress.
Therefore, the very high discounting and undercutting that was
prevalent earlier is not seen currently. Any stress would only start
playing out after the festive season.
D. Price points of Reliance Trends and Big Bazaar are 30% higher v/s VMart in similar locations. V-Mart should benefit from customer
downtrading to value fashion.
E. Omni-channel sales are currently minuscule at 1–2%, but still in the
build phase for creating opportunities for the customer. Investment
requirements are fewer, and the company already has solutions to
map store inventory. However, work is needed in softer aspects, such
as processes, discipline, customer insights, culture, and training.
A. Large deal wins in 2QFY21: Mindtree has won a couple of large deals
in 2QFY21 which will be announced within a month. 2Q deal wins are
expected to be better than 1Q. The deal pipeline is extremely strong
and large deal ramp-ups are also on track.
B. Outlook: Management expects 2Q performance to be better than
1Q. In the near term, expect margins to improve further.
C. Top Client / CMT / BFSI: The Top client would continue to grow. Its
growth is not a one-off and is sustainable. Good traction is seen in
Communication Media Technology (CMT) and Consumer Packaged
Goods (CPG) as well. Manufacturing would take some time to
recover. BFSI is picking up as well, but the benefit would reflect a
quarter later. The company would try to penetrate Tier I banking
customers as well.
D. Travel vertical: Expect the Travel vertical to recover only early next
year.
E. Tail account rationalization: The company has completed ~70% of its
tail account rationalization and would complete the rest in the near
term.
A. Outlook: If the economy does well and sustains, TCS could return to
double-digit growth within 3–4 years. Expect the offshore ratio to
increase going forward. The propensity of outsourcing is expected to
go up as platform solutions (enabled by the cloud in services form)
see accelerated adoption going forward.
B. Margins: TCS did not defer variable pay for employees / squeeze
employee costs in 1QFY21 as few peer companies had done. Hence,
only TCS saw a higher margin impact, which should normalize over
the next few quarters. TCS expects revenue growth to drive margin

Impact

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

- ve
+ ve

+ ve

+ ve
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Company

Zensar

Midcaps

Godrej Agrovet

1 September 2020

Takeaway
improvement as well going forward, even as the currency benefit is
unlikely in the near term.
C. Demand: Strong deal activity and deal closures were seen as
technology played an important role in navigating the COVID-19
impact across industries. Some deals were deferred, but most are
back in the pipeline.
D. BFSI vertical: Performance in BFSI in 1QFY21 was better v/s most
other verticals. Softness was seen not in the US but in the UK due to
Brexit-related challenges. North America, which faced headwinds last
fiscal year, is doing well. 2Q and 3Q would be challenging for BFSI in
the UK. The long-term outlook is cloudy given the impact of zero
interest rates in the Banking sub-segment. The Insurance and Other
Financial Services sub-segments are expected to do well.
E. Technology vertical: The Independent Software Vendor (ISV) subsegment and Professional Services are doing well. Few companies
that provide bare equipment / chips are expected to be soft for some
time.
A. Deal pipeline robust: Deal pipeline has returned to pre-COVID-19
levels and stands at USD1.5b currently. Barring Hi-tech, in which
softness is expected due to Top client issues; other verticals are
seeing good traction and strong deal momentum.
B. Margin: Company reiterated its core business’ EBITDA margin target
of 15% for FY21. Zensar plans to divest its non-core business of
hardware maintenance in FY21.
C. Top client to remain soft: The company expects further decline in the
Top client due to softness in the client’s business. This would in turn
impact the Hi-tech vertical for the next 1–2 quarters. However,
management is confident that the cycle would turn and growth
would return in this account once the softness subsides.
D. Retail: Keystone (acquisition) was largely impacted due to headwinds
in the Retail sector as a whole. But, the management believes this
has bottomed out and expects growth over the medium term.
E. Offshore ratio to increase: With WFH being widely adopted, the
company expects clients to be more open to offshoring solutions.
This is expected to drive further increase in the offshore ratio.
F. Company open for tuck-in M&As: The company is open to acquiring
digital software engineering firms or expanding cloud penetration
through acquisition in the Digital Foundation Services (DFS) business.
A. Animal Feed: Animal protein products (milk, chicken, and eggs) saw a
month-on-month pickup in demand, leading to an increase in feed
demand. Commodity prices are expected to be tepid – primarily due
to a limited increase in demand and a good kharif harvest – resulting
in bumper supply; thus, margins are likely to improve in the Animal
Feed segment.

Impact

+ ve

+ ve

+ve

+ ve

+ve

- ve

+ ve
+ ve

+ ve

+ ve
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Company

Internet

Info Edge

1 September 2020

Takeaway
B. Palm Oil: Revision in the pricing formula for palm oil, if implemented
by the Andhra Pradesh government, could adversely impact
profitability.
C. The new palm oil policy under discussion is aimed at improving
domestic palm oil production by offering a platform for partnerships
between the government and private players. It has the potential to
open up nearly a million hectares for oil palm cultivation; Godrej
Agrovet leads the market in palm oil processing and would thus
benefit from this policy.
D. Astec Lifesciences: Post the completion of a backward integration
project at Astec Lifesciences, dependence on raw material imports is
expected to reduce. The company is setting up a new herbicide plant
at capex of INR700–800m, which is expected to turn operational by
4QFY21.
E. Yummiez: The Yummiez segment saw a surge in volumes and sales,
largely driven by increased consumption of ready-to-cook products.
Yummiez products are gaining strong traction on the back of
excellent customer responses, leading to market share gains in both
vegetarian and non-vegetarian products.
F. Dairy: Over the next 2–3 quarters, if the performance of the Dairy
segment does not improve materially, management is ready to take
corrective action.
A. Naukri: The focus has been on deploying funds to internal teams to
develop adjacent revenue streams within the Recruitment business.
Numerous initiatives are being undertaken to expand presence in the
white- and blue-collar job markets. Also, company is developing new
features in the RMS (Recruitment Management System) to diversify
risk from the job market.
B. 99acres: 99acres would continue to focus on market expansion and
maintaining its leadership position. Sustainable profitability would
only come once the Real Estate market revives.
C. Jeevansathi: Unlike Naukri/99acres traffic/collections have not been
impacted for the business. Focus is to become market leader in North
and West part of India. Consolidation in the space can reduce
operating losses.
D. Siksha: Working on a differentiated Ed Tech play. With combination
of Siksha, No paper forms, Coding Ninjas, Univariety and Adda_247
INFOE has fairly decent penetration in this space.
E. Revenue Outlook: Near-term revenue for Naukri/99acres would
remain impacted, weighed by weak collections in 4QFY20/1QFY21.
Revenue would see a lag impact from the company’s subscriptionbased model. Traffic has been inching up MoM for both Naukri and
99acres. Collections generally follow traffic trends; therefore,
normalcy would come in the medium term.
F. Margin Outlook: Expect lower ad spends in the near term. The

Impact
- ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

- ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ve

-ve
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Company

Supreme Industries
(SIL)

1 September 2020

Takeaway
competition is not actively spending on advertisements; this has
provided INFOE with the opportunity to deploy more money toward
technology rather than advertising. INFOE has not cut jobs or
reduced the salaries of its sales employees, which may impact nearterm margins on negative operating leverage.
A. Resumption of operations: The business has returned to normal,
with operations at all manufacturing units across India having
resumed (within the initial closure period of 7–47 days). SIL is
operating at 90%+ utilization levels, except in the Industrial and
Consumer segments (which have been operating at 40–60%).
B. Demand: The majority of demand is driven by Plumbing and Agri
Pipes (which contribute 55% and 30%, respectively) and this trend is
expected to continue.
C. Volume outlook: Over the next 3–5 years, SIL expects 10–15% annual
volume growth. Many small players with stressed financial positions
are expected to relent to the pressure, resulting in additional market
share gains for SIL.
D. Capex: SIL intends to continue with its capex activity, with INR3–3.5b
spend planned in FY21. As a part of the capex plan, orders worth
INR3b have already been placed. An additional 50,000MT is expected
to be added to the overall installed capacity.
E. SKUs: The company is focusing on building SKUs across India. SIL’s
SKU base stands at 8,000–9,000 v/s global counterparts with SKU
bases of 30,000–45,000.

Impact

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve

+ ve
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CMP: INR22
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Dial-in details:
+91 22 6280 1146

2022E

100.1

105.2

111.8

EBITDA

54.9

58.7

63.9

NP

28.7

26.8

29.1

2.9

2.7

2.9

EPS Gr. (%)

10.7

-6.7

8.3

BV/Sh.(INR)

31.2

32.7

34.3

RoE (%)

9.2

8.4

8.6

RoCE (%)

7.3

7.2

7.6

61.9

44.9

44.9

6.9

5.5

6.0

Net Sales

EPS (INR)

Payout (%)
Div. Yield

Net Sales
YoY Change (%)
EBITDA
Depreciation
Interest
Other Income
Rate regulated activity
PBT before EO expense
Extra-Ord expense
PBT
Tax
Rate (%)
Reported PAT
Adj PAT
YoY Change (%)
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1Q
24,213
13.7
15,040
3,866
2,366
872
1,989
11,668
0
11,668
2,857
24
8,811
8,811
19.5

Neutral




NHPC’s 1QFY21 standalone reported PAT declined 18% YoY to INR7.2b (v/s
est. INR6.8b) due to the impact of a rebate (INR1.85b). We note the rebate
amount has been accounted for by the company on as an exception v/s built
in our numbers, leading to the apparent difference on an adjusted basis.
Revenue rose 4% YoY to INR25.2b. Other income was down 1% YoY to
INR0.86b.
Generation in NHPC’s standalone plants declined ~6% YoY to 8.1BU in
1QFY21 (based on CEA data).
We have a Neutral rating on NHPC with DCF-based TP of INR22/share.

Quarterly Performance (Standalone) – INR m
Y/E March

NHPC

In-line reported numbers

Conference Call Details

Financials & Valuations (INR b)
2020
2021E
Y/E March

1 September 2020
Results Flash | Sector: Utilities

FY20
2Q
3Q
4Q
26,054 17,951 19,136
4.4
14.2
30.9
15,780 9,278 5,594
3,857 3,873 3,858
2,521 1,556 1,512
4,992
649 3,850
1,024
17
407
15,418 4,515 4,481
0
0
0
15,418 4,515 4,481
2,023
478
652
13
11
15
13,395 4,037 3,829
13,395 4,037 3,829
9.9 121.6

1Q
25,189
4.0
14,207
3,303
1,467
860
352
10,649
-1,850
8,799
1,574
18
7,225
9,075
3.0

FY21
2QE
3QE
4QE
27,571 18,996 20,684
5.8
5.8
8.1
16,965 10,043 8,217
3,971 3,988 4,650
2,940 1,815 3,056
4,424
575 3,325
352
352
-436
14,830 5,168 3,400
0
0
0
14,830 5,168 3,400
2,744
956 1,025
19
19
30
12,086 4,212 2,375
12,086 4,212 2,375
-9.8
4.3 -38.0

FY20

FY21

87,354
13.9
45,691
15,453
7,954
10,362
3,436
36,082
0
36,082
6,010
17
30,072
30,072
40.4

92,439
49,432
15,911
9,279
9,184
621
34,047
0
34,047
6,299
19
27,748
27,748
-7.7

FY20
1QE
22,491
-7.1
13,022
3,980
1,656
850
155
8,391
0
8,391
1,552
19
6,839
6,839

var.
(%)
12
9
-17
-11
1
27
5
6
33
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Conference Call Details
nd

Date: 2 Sep 2020

Time: 04:00 PM IST
Dial-in details:
+91-7045671221
Financials & Valuations (INR b)
Y/E MARCH
2020 2021E 2022E
Sales
58.0 59.2 71.4
EBITDA
12.1 11.8 15.7
Adj. PAT
4.8
3.9 6.7
EBITDA Margin (%) 20.9 19.9 21.9
Adj. EPS (INR)
62.6 51.0 86.1
EPS Gr. (%)
83.4 -18.4 68.7
BV/Sh. (INR)
392
430 496
Ratios
Net D:E
0.7
0.6 0.3
RoE (%)
16.9 12.4 18.6
RoCE (%)
11.4
9.3 13.1
Payout (%)
33.7 26.0 22.4
Valuations
P/E (x)
23.8 29.2 17.3
P/BV (x)
3.8
3.5 3.0
EV/EBITDA(x)
11.2 11.5 8.2
EV/ton (USD)
113
106 100
Div. Yield (%)
1.2
0.7 1.1
FCF Yield (%)
1.1
7.1 10.3
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JK Cement (JKCE)’s 1QFY21 revenue/EBITDA/PAT at INR9.7b/INR2.2b/INR0.8b
was down 27%/29%/49% YoY and was +2%/+29%/+57% against our estimate.
Volumes declined 24% YoY to 1.77mt (est.: 1.73mt). Grey Cement (incl. clinker)
declined 19% YoY to 1.59mt and White Cement declined 48% YoY to 0.18mt.
Blended realization declined 5% YoY to INR5,464/t (-1% QoQ) on a higher
proportion of Grey Cement (90% v/s 85%) in the volume mix (est.: INR5,481/t).
Total cost per ton declined 4% YoY (flat QoQ) to INR4,245/t on 24% decline in
power and fuel cost. Other expenses were also lower by 27% YoY due to a fixed
overhead reduction driving a 6% beat on our est.
EBITDA per ton declined 7% YoY to INR1,219/t, but was 26% above our
estimate of INR966/t, due to lower other expenses.
As a result, EBITDA declined 29% YoY to INR2.2b. The EBITDA margin came in at
22.3% (-0.55pp YoY; -1.13pp QoQ; our est.: 17.6%).
New capacities have been commissioned at Nimbahera, Mangrol, and Aligarh,
and commercial dispatches have started from these locations.
The Balasinor plant in Gujarat is expected to be commissioned in 3QFY21 and
Nimbahera Line 3 upgrade is expected to be completed in 2QFY22.
Cash balance is at INR12.6b, up from INR10.0b in 4QFY20.
Net debt / equity was at 0.42x (v/s 0.51x in 4QFY20), and net debt / EBITDA
was at 1.22x (v/s 1.35x in 4QFY20).

Key questions for the management




Sales Dispatches (m ton)
YoY Change (%)
Realization (INR/ton)
YoY Change (%)
QoQ Change (%)
Net Sales
YoY Change (%)
Total Expenditure
EBITDA
Margins (%)
Depreciation
Interest
Other Income
PBT before EO expense
Extra-Ord expense
PBT
Tax
Rate (%)
Reported PAT
Adj PAT
YoY Change (%)
E: MOFSL Estimates

JK Cement

CMP: INR1,489
Buy
Volumes in-line; Cost reduction drives beat on EBITDA


Quarterly Performance (Standalone)
Y/E March

1 September 2020
Results Flash | Sector: Cement

Demand trend in the focus markets
Pricing trend in the focus markets
Ramp-up plans in newly commissioned capacities
Deleveraging roadmap
1Q
2.31
-0.2
5,750
19.3
11.0
13,280
19.0
10,245
3,035
22.9
494
534
172
2,179
0
2,179
641
29.4
1,538
1,538
211.8

FY20
2Q
2.24
3.7
5,600
9.9
-2.6
12,542
14.0
10,002
2,540
20.3
518
561
180
1,641
0
1,641
553
33.7
1,088
1,088
68.2

3Q
2.56
2.4
5,490
7.7
-2.0
14,042
10.3
11,264
2,777
19.8
556
561
237
1,897
0
1,897
521
27.5
1,376
1,376
125.8

4Q
2.67
-7.3
5,538
6.9
0.9
14,774
-1.0
11,312
3,463
23.4
577
572
271
2,585
1,782
803
801
99.7
2
1,784
18.9

FY21
1Q
1.77
-23.5
5,464
-5.0
-1.3
9,650
-27.3
7,497
2,153
22.3
580
572
203
1,204
0
1,204
427
35.5
777
777
-49.5

FY21
1QE
1.73
-25.2
5,481
-4.7
-1.0
9,464
-28.7
7,796
1,668
17.6
580
600
220
708
0
708
212
30.0
496
496
-67.8

Var (%)
2
0
2
-4
29
0
-5
-8
70
70
101
57
57
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Agriculture
Rainfall and sowing update

Kharif crop sowing thus far has beaten last year’s figures. Total acreage as of 28th Aug 2020
was 7% higher than the comparable period last year, led by a rainfall surplus of 10% at the
pan-India level. Here are the key highlights:

Rainfall above 10% of normal






Currently, pan-India rainfall is 10% higher at 780.3mm v/s normal rainfall (of
710.4mm) over 1st Jun’20–31st Aug’20.
Western Uttar Pradesh (-24% v/s normal rainfall) has witnessed deficit rainfall to
date; however, the remaining areas have witnessed large excess to normal rainfall.
Normal rainfall was witnessed in Western Rajasthan (+17% v/s normal rainfall),
eastern Rajasthan (+1%), eastern Madhya Pradesh (+6%), the Gujarat region
(+18%), Punjab (-4%), eastern Uttar Pradesh (+0%), Odisha (+6%), Vidarbha (7%), Chhattisgarh (+14%), Jharkhand (-8%), Bihar (+19%), coastal Karnataka
(+4%) and southern Karnataka (+10%).
Western Madhya Pradesh (+20%), Marathawada (+22%), Madhya Maharashtra
(+31%), northern Karnataka (+45%), Telangana (+44%), and coastal Andhra
Pradesh (+20%) witnessed excess rainfall.

All-India sowing up 7% YoY



All-India sowing was up 7% YoY to 108.2mh as of 28th Aug’20, with the sowing
areas of all key crops higher v/s last year.
YoY growth rates in acreages were as follows: cotton (+3% YoY to 12.8mh), rice
(+10% YoY to 39mh), coarse cereals (+3% YoY to 17.7mh), pulses (+5% YoY to
13.5mh), oilseed (+13% YoY to 19.3mh), sugarcane (+1% YoY to 5.2mh), soybean
(+7% YoY to 12.1mh), and maize (+1% YoY to 8.0mh).

Exhibit 1: Pan-India sowing was up 7% YoY (as of 28th Aug’20)
Sr No

Crop (m hectare)

1
2
a
b
c
d
e
3
a
b
c
d
e
4
a
b
c
d
e
f
5
6
7

Rice
Pulses
Arhar
Urdbean
Moongbean
Kulthi
Other pulses
Coarse cereals
Jowar
Bajra
Ragi
Small millets
Maize
Oilseeds
Groundnut
Soyabean
Sunflower
Sesamum
Niger
Castor
Sugarcane
Jute & Mesta
Cotton
Total

Normal Area (DES)
39.7
12.9
4.4
3.6
3.0
0.2
1.6
18.5
2.1
7.3
1.1
0.6
7.5
17.8
4.1
11.0
0.2
1.4
0.2
0.9
4.8
0.8
12.1
106.6

2020-21
39.0
13.5
4.7
3.8
3.5
0.0
1.5
17.7
1.6
6.7
0.9
0.4
8.0
19.3
5.0
12.1
0.1
1.3
0.1
0.7
5.2
0.7
12.8
108.2

Area Sown
2019-20
35.4
12.9
4.5
3.7
3.0
0.0
1.7
17.2
1.6
6.5
0.8
0.4
7.9
17.1
3.7
11.3
0.1
1.3
0.1
0.6
5.2
0.7
12.5
101.0

% Change YOY
10%
5%
6%
1%
15%
70%
-11%
3%
1%
3%
17%
2%
1%
13%
36%
7%
29%
6%
8%
1%
1%
2%
3%
7%
Source: Agricoop, MOFSL
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Exhibit 2: Rainfall was 10% above normal levels

Source: IMD, MOFSL
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In conversation
Ashok Leyland: Q3 & Q4 will see industry posting better results;
Gopal Mahadevan, Whole Time Director
CV industry bottoming out. August should be better than July
Will see a decline of 30-35% in Q1 & Q2. Positive on Q4 performance
 Tipper demand improving due to a pick-up in Infra sector. Cement & Steel
sectors should also see pick-up
 Supply side constraints have been resolved



Department of Investment and Public Asset Management
(DIPAM): Will focus on value for money for both, the govt. &
investors; Tuhin Kanta Pandey, Secretary

COVID a major challenge for divestment, capital management of CPSEs
 Will not launch any ETF for some time. Strategic divestment is our top priority
going ahead
 Will offer to sell 26% with management control in BEML
 Will approach CCEA for IDBI bank stake sale. Firm that IDBI sale & LIC IPO will be
taken to logical conclusions


NMDC: On Donimalai mines and steel plant demerger;
Sumit Deb, CMD

Post MMDR Act amendment, 22.5% additional premium will be levied.
Additional premium not a pass through
 All mines including PSU’s will need to pay the same
 Steel plant demerger will take 6-9 months and may be commissioned by JuneJuly2021
 Expect to achieve 32 mt volumes in FY21, similar to that of FY20
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From the think tank
WHAT WOULD MAKE ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE COUNTRY
LASTING?













1 September 2020

The propensities to consume is higher in rural areas, so focus should be for a
rural-led growth strategy
Argument is that, only increased demand for mass consumption goods (and not
just luxury goods) will provide sufficient encouragement for robust domestic
investment
Shifting from grains to higher value-added farm products will enhance rural
incomes and increase demand for manufactured products, creating a virtuous
cycle
However, inducing rural demand alone is not the solution
India needs to address other problems like supporting new firms, or allowing
well-run smaller firms to grow, allowing access to investment capital & working
capital which is restricted
The big push story is based on oligopolistic supplier markets and the need to
coordinate across industries
Unfortunately India, even the USA, are headed towards a license raj and a
situation where a few industrial houses dominate the economy and, indirectly,
politics, in ways that prevent the growth of disposable incomes among the
majority of people
Sustained growth almost certainly has to be inclusive growth. A rural-led
strategy is ultimately the first step in inclusive growth. But concentration of
economic (and political) power is antithetical to that pathway
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